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PROGRAMME QUESTIONNAIRE
The '95 Worldcon in Scotiand plans to be Intersection by name
and Intersection by nature. The convention's themes are ‘The
Gathering of The Fannish Clans’ and ‘Space and Time’, and
much of the programme will be about the way different genres
and forms affect each other, but we'll be making sure that each
stream has interesting items of its own. As such we are
interested in your ideas. We are planning to use this
questionnaire as a way of getting new and popular items to
include in the programme. THIS FORM IS NOT AN INVITATION
TO ATTEND AS A PAID GUEST. Unfortunately our budget does
not allow for this. Participants other than the Guests of Honour,
Guest Artist, and Toast Mr and Mrs will be drawn from the
membership, those people who have paid their registration fee
and are attending the convention. We are planning to make this
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Areas of Interest - There are various strands to the
Intersection Programme structure. Although the Programme
will offen fall between these boundaries we still want to
know your feelings about the strands themselves. Please
denote your particular areas of interest;
Go on, tick more than one, they might even intersect!

Literary Fannish Artistic
Science Computer Games/@Quizzes
Media Filk Fan Fair events
Comics Kidcon OTHER
‘Real World’ Masquerade specify.

And now - the bit cous been waiting for...
really don’t want).

1) PVE GOT AN IDEA...

2) | WANTTO SEE...

_. FAX NO:

a varied and packed programme and need your help to tailor it
to your interests.

After this first form we will send a more detailed follow up letter
to those people who have volunteered ideas and services. We
would be most grateful if you could complete (in Block Capitals)
and return this form as soon as possible. We want to try to
have ail replies oy. Christmas 1994 in order to consider them for
the programme. There will be some constraints on what we are
able to do, such aslegal restraints, finances, resources and time,
so please do not be offended if your ideas / suggestions are not
used. We will be most grateful for any ideas or information we
receive.

_. TEL NO (Home):
— TEL NO (Work):

] - Prepared to do a solo item
2 - Happy to organise something
3 - Like to take part in
4 - Might well attend
5 - Don’t really care about
6 - Will avoid like the plague

 

If we could provide an Intemet connection at the
convention, would_you use it to
read your emall[} try out various other services [_}

Intemet Expertise:
Experlenced(_} Novice[_] (tick one)   

Your chance to tell us what you really want (and what you
on‘t be afraid to write down fuller details on a separate sheet if they won’t fit here.

(Please Include your suggestions on details, participants and any other relevant information)
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3) ITS NOT WHAT YOU KNOW,IT’S WHO YOU KNOW...
(If you are friends with or have contacts with people who canhelpwith information, exhibits, programme Peepublicly etc., and you think we
should know about them thenplease help by putting us into contact with them. Please obtain permissionfirst where this is necessary).

 

4) IF | CAN HELP...
(We always need help with participants, but also with stewards, technical helpers, etc. While experience is a bonus, everyone starts out at the
fe inning so on feel excluded from volunteering. It's a great way to meet people. Please drop us details if you haven't alreadyfilled out a
folunteers Form

5S) MY FAVOURITE BITS ARE...

6) MY PET HATES ARE...

7) | ALWAYS GET BORED AT...
(Please mention any timesthatyoufind a lack of things to do, such as eveningsetc.)

Don't be afraid to give too much information, or cover more than one aspect of the programme. Write your reponses on a separate
sheetif they won't fit on this one. We'll be happyto look at any suggestions, however oddorbizarre they may seem.
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